The Office of Grants and Contracts Administration (OGCA) & Office of Intellectual Property and Commercialization (OIPC)

Present

Overview of Intellectual Property and Reporting

January 27, 2021
10:00 am - 11:00 am
via Zoom

Overview:
The session will provide an overview of patent rights and invention reporting to Federal agencies.

Learning Objectives:
- To understand an overview of patents
- To understand Federal reporting requirements
- To identify the UAF institutional requirements for compliance with an award and federal laws and regulations

Audience:
Faculty who have sponsored projects and staff who support the faculty are encouraged to attend.

Additional Note:
This and other OGCA G-CReATE sessions can each be counted as 1.0 credit hour for the renewal of a CRA, CPRA, or CFRA certification. Participants are responsible for tracking their credit hours.
Please sign up using the following link or QR Code and the Zoom information will be sent to you before the session.

Registration link

For more information, please contact UAF-GCReATE@alaska.edu